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The Newly Discovered Diaries Of
Professor Alexis Peri from Boston University discovered the diaries during the course of his research in Russian archives, and first-hand accounts provide a fresh view of the level of deprivation...
Historian uncovers diaries from Nazi siege of Leningrad ...
Mahatma & Manuben: Newly discovered diaries of Gandhi's personal attendant reveal how his experiments with celibacy changed her life. More than four decades after Manuben's death, India Today has got access to 10 of her diaries that reveal the psychological impact of Gandhi's experiment with his sexuality on his constant companion.
Mahatma & Manuben: Newly discovered diaries of Gandhi's ...
New discovered diaries reveal Aussie soldier’s WWII ... discovered that Lt Read played an important role in saving the lives of ... Her research has been aided by the discovery of two diaries.
New discovered diaries reveal Aussie soldier’s WWII act of ...
Newly discovered diary of Nazi Heinrich Himmler who almost fainted when a Jew’s brain splattered on his clothes
Newly discovered diary of Nazi Heinrich Himmler who almost ...
A team of Egyptian and French scholars discovered a papyrus diary written by an official named Merer. What makes this discovery so compelling is that his diary is the world’s sole first-person description of how the Great Pyramid was built. Archaeologists found Merer’s papyrus in the Red Sea port of Wadi al-Jarf.
New Discovery Finally Explains How The Egyptians Built ...
Newly discovered diary chronicles Einstein's last years. By Steven Schultz. Princeton NJ -- Librarians at Princeton University have discovered a diary written by one of Albert Einstein's closest friends, a woman who recorded the scientist's day-to-day thoughts and activities during the last year and a half of his life.
Newly discovered diary chronicles Einstein's last years
The previously unknown writing was discovered behind brown paper that covers up two pages in Frank’s diary. In 2016, conservators took photos of the condition of the diary during a routine check.
Hidden Pages in Anne Frank’s Diary Deciphered After 75 ...
The newly-discovered crystal structure bears resemblance to another mineral called the saranchinaite, which was also found at Tolbachik a few years ago. Petrovite's molecular framework consists of oxygen atoms, sodium sulphur and copper is also porous in nature.
New mineral 'petrovite' discovered in the furnace of ...
An international research group has discovered in the human brain a new functional coupling mechanism between neurons, which may serve as a communication channel between brain regions. In a new study published in Nature Communications, research groups of Professor J. Matias Palva and Research ...
A new means of neuronal communication discovered in the ...
I don't remember the exact day Colin (not his real name) became part of my life. A fleetingly glimpsed neighbour I'd sometimes nod to, I knew he was a long-distance truck driver and I think he ...
I read about my wife's affair in her diary | Relationships ...
Newly Uncovered Pages From Anne Frank's Diary Reveal Risqué Jokes : The Two-Way She covered them up with brown paper while hiding from the Nazis in Amsterdam. But on Tuesday, the texts were...
Newly Uncovered Pages From Anne Frank's Diary Reveal ...
A new paper by Martin Kundrát and colleagues reports on the first-ever 3D preserved sauropod embryo, revealing some very unusual details about its face. The team worked on a newly discovered Argentinian dinosaur egg that contained a very well-preserved 3cm long fossil embryo skull.
Dinosaur Diaries: the first ever 3D fossil of titanosaur ...
The German tabloid Bild is serialising excerpts from Himmler's wartime diaries, recently discovered in Russia. One day, Himmler wrote, he had a massage before ordering the execution of 10 Poles.
Himmler diaries found in Russia reveal daily Nazi horrors ...
image caption Herbert Algar's diaries described high sprits and fallen comrades Two diaries by a soldier which describe life on the front line during World War One have been discovered in Devon.
World War One: Soldier's diaries discovered in Devon - BBC ...
Experts said the newly discovered text, when studied together with the rest of her diary, reveals more about Anne’s development as a writer than it does about her interest in sex.
Anne Frank's 'dirty' jokes found on diary pages she ...
Newly Discovered Letters Bring New Insight Into the Life of a Civil War Soldier A mysterious package holds long-lost correspondence from a young Union infantryman
Newly Discovered Letters Bring New Insight Into the Life ...
The two newly revealed pages were written in Frank’s first diary, with a red plaid cover, on Sept. 28, 1942, when she was 13 years old. During her time in hiding, she wrote two versions of the ...
Researchers Uncover Two Hidden Pages in Anne Frank’s Diary ...
The Irish Times reported Tuesday that the newly discovered letters will be sold at an auction next month. ... According to the Irish Times, many of the letters read like a personal diary, ...
Jacqueline Kennedy’s newly discovered personal letters ...
Newly translated into English, Albert Einstein's private travel diaries from the 1920s reveal that he was racist in his early life, especially towards Chinese people.
Einstein's diaries contain shocking details of his racism ...
New England's Salamander Discovered, by Edward Winslow (London, 1647). Glorious Progress of the Gospel Amongst the Indians, by Edward Winslow (London, 1649). Books Written by Pilgrim Associates. The Sin and Danger of Self Love: A Sermon Preached at Plymouth in December 1621, by Robert Cushman (London, 1622).
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